Pride in Performance

TERM 3
Week 8
6th September 2019

Templeton Primary School
Crestdale Road, Wantirna 3152
Telephone 9801 7450 Facsimile 9800 3547
Email templeton.ps@edumail.vic.gov.au

COMMUNITY CALENDAR
TERM 3
Monday 9th-11th September
Wednesday 11th-12th September
Wednesday 11th September
Thursday 12th September
Friday 13th September
Saturday 14thSeptember
Monday 16th September
Wednesday 18th September
Friday 20th September

Grade 6 Camp
National Aerobics Championship Gold Coast
Prep Excursion Healesville
Grade 4 Incursion Professor Bunsen
State School Spectacular Rehearsal Melbourne Arena
2020 Prep Transition Session #3
State School Spectacular Rehearsal Melbourne Arena
State School Spectacular Performance Melbourne Arena
Grade 5 Incursion Stop Everything & Read
Division Athletics
Grade 2 Performing Arts Evening 6.30pm-7.30pm
End of Term 3—Finish 2.30pm

TERM 4
Monday 7th October
Friday 11th October
Monday 14th –16th October
Friday 18th October
Thursday 24th October
Friday 25th October
Monday 28th October
Tuesday 29th October
Friday 1st November
Monday 4th November
Tuesday 5th November
Friday 8th November
Friday 15th November

First day of Term 4
2020 Prep Transition Session #4
Grade 5 Camp
2020 Prep Transition Session #5
Templeton Art Show 5.30-7.30pm
2020 Prep Transition Session #6
Grade 5 Excursion Chinese Museum
Grade 6 Graduation Photo
2020 Prep Transition Session #7
Curriculum Day—Student Free Day
Melbourne Cup Day Public Holiday
Grade 3 Excursion Healesville Sanctuary
2020 Prep Transition Session #8
2020 Prep Transition Session #9

PRINCIPAL’S DESK
THIS WEEK’S CLASSROOM VISIT
Professor maths visited our school last week and turned our kids into mathematical
geniuses!!

NAPLAN (National Assessment Program Literacy and Numeracy)
Whilst we review and analyse our NAPLAN results, there has been media attention on this national
assessment in recent weeks. This data makes headlines – both positive and negative, every year. Pleasingly,
the successes of the Education State are being recognised, with Victorian primary school students achieving
the strongest NAPLAN results in Australia this year - their mean scores topping other states and territories in
seven of 10 measures in reading, writing and numeracy (The kids are all right as Victorian NAPLAN results top
the nation).
Whilst it is good to celebrate system successes and look at aggregated data (which assists us in tracking
efforts in our Strategic Plan focus areas), the most important results are the individual test results. Expecting
the delivery of the results to take place within the next week, we will endeavour to get the results sent home
to parents as soon as possible.
Whilst our students have once again performed as we expected, it is important to remember that NAPLAN is
a snapshot in a student’s learning progression. It is not the be-all and end-all as we use a tailored suite of
assessment tools to identify student progress, with teachers planning and teaching to every individual’s point
of need.

PRINCIPAL’S DESK
Although our school’s goals cannot be measured in a one-off NAPLAN test, there is no doubt that the teaching
of English and Mathematics is our main focus. These are essential to ensure a strong platform for learning
across the broader curriculum and beyond. However, great teaching demands much, much more than this.
Student wellbeing, including the development of healthy relationships and positive mindsets is a key aspect of
each teacher’s work at Templeton. The provision of our balanced, developmental curriculum is essential to
ensure students are provided with the opportunity to discover and learn deeply across the spectrum of
learning areas.
Providing opportunities for our students to shine, whether it be through achievement in a learning task, their
personal goals or in situations that are more public, is also important. Acknowledgement and feedback play
an important part in the motivation for learning.
'Students of the Week' listed below, is a great way to celebrate the achievements of our students in various
learning areas, which reflect our focus on the provision of a balanced education at Templeton Primary School.
FATHER’S DAY
I trust that all our fathers had a great day last Sunday and I take this opportunity to thank Mrs Gina Djouma
and Mrs Kylie Woods for their organisation of the stall and to all our parent helpers who helped on the day.
Your support is very much appreciated.
Although Father’s Day has passed, I thought I would still include this article by Michael Grose, from Parent
Educator on the importance of dads and how Father’s Day may give an opportunity to reflect on how to
approach this special role.
1. Play to your strengths
Men generally parent differently to women, based on their biology. Fathers often parent in a more active or
action-oriented way than mothers, so games, play and physical activity become important parts of a man’s
parenting repertoire. Your partner may not always appreciate your more active approach, particularly if you
play with kids just before bedtime then leave it to her to calm them down.
Practical advice: Be yourself, but be smart about it!
2. Lighten up – don’t take yourself too seriously
It’s easy to get caught up in your own importance, taking yourself and your work too seriously. For many men
a bad day at work translates into poor or, at best, distracted experiences when they’re with their families.
Consider putting a strategy in place, such as exercise, that will help you leave work and the moods it
engenders behind.
Practical advice: Be present in mind as well as in body when you’re with your kids.

PRINCIPAL’S DESK
3. Have something in common with each child
It would be wonderful to say that you can always connect with your kids, but family life is not that
straightforward. There’ll always be a child who we struggle to connect with or a developmental stage during
which a child seems alien to us. In these cases and times it helps if you share a common interest (such as a
love of sport or music) with a child so that you always have something that will bring you together, even
though you may not always see eye to eye.
Practical advice: Be prepared to take an interest in your child’s interests.
4. Take it easy on your son
Many dads are tough on their boys and have expectations way above their son’s interest and ability levels. It
helps to remember that it takes a little longer for a boy to mature. Resist the temptation to turn every game
and every joint activity into a lesson and avoid giving advice when all your son wants is some understanding.
Practical advice: See the boy as he is now, not the future man, when you spend time with him.
5. Enjoy the outdoors with your daughter
The biological nature of fathering causes most men to be very protective of their daughters. But that doesn’t
mean you should put your daughter on a pedestal and treat her like a little princess. Expect a lot from her.
Play with her, and get her outside into nature as it will do wonders for her confidence levels.
Practical advice: Enjoy spending time with your daughters on a daily basis.
6. Be ready for kids to knock you off your pedestal
Most children in the pre-school and middle- to late-primary school years look up to their dads. “My dad is
better/bigger than your dad” is a type of mantra that’s familiar to many parents. Make the most of it as this
Superman Syndrome doesn’t last. Young children soon become adolescents and will go to great lengths to
prove that you’re Clarke Kent after all. Expect that they will stop laughing at your jokes, raise an eyebrow at
your well-intentioned advice and even stop being friendly to you in public. Ouch! It can be hurtful to a man
who just wants to be the best dad he can be.
Practical advice: See number 2 above: don’t take yourself too seriously.
7. Give your kids a compass and a map
One day your children will become independent of you. Don’t worry! You won’t be irrelevant, just redundant
in a practical and managerial sense. There are two things you can do to help your kids safely navigate the
world when you’re not around. First, help them develop a set of positive values including integrity, honesty
and respect that will act as their moral compass when they have difficult decisions to make. Second, reveal
your personal story over time as this narrative will become a personal map that will reassure them when life
gets tough. It’s good to know that they are not in uncharted territory when they finally strike out on their
own.
Practical advice: Tell kids your story – don’t make them guess it or learn it from someone else.

PRINCIPAL’S DESK
Father’s Day is a wonderful opportunity to reflect on the contribution that men make to the lives of their
children. It’s a very personal reflection as each man’s experience of fathering is as unique as the children
they are raising. I invite you to reflect on your own fathering as well as the contribution that fathers –
whether your own dad or someone else’s – have made to your own life.”
I hope you enjoyed your special day with your family!
COMMUNITY ANNOUNCMENT
ROAD SAFETY AROUND TEMPLETON
I have many conversations with parents about road safety around our school. Parents who have given me
photos identifying parents doing the wrong thing have been great as I have been able to approach those
parents and talk to them. Keep it up!
While the vast majority of our community drive carefully around school we still have a minority of parents
breaking the law and driving dangerously around drop off and pick up times. This is extremely disappointing
as we all know the incredible responsibility we all have towards ensuring that our students are safe when
they leave the school grounds.
It is not news to anyone that drop off and pick up times are extremely busy. This is an issue that every single
school has to deal with. At Templeton there are 731 students and their families arriving or departing from
school within a 20-minute window each day. However, there are a range of things we can do to make this
time a less stressful and safer time for our community.
Stop! Look! Listen! Think!
I include a short video identifying what parents and students need to
do to cross the road safely. The link to this video is below and we
suggest that you watch it with your child and discuss the importance of
crossing the road carefully.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WPe22XLMHZQ
Always use the crossing when crossing Templeton, Birchfield and
Crestdale roads. We have had some incidents of parents crossing only
metres from the crossing with their child.
Slow Down
The speed limit around our school is 40km. We strongly suggest going even slower than this around drop off
and pick up times as children are very unpredictable.
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PARK LEGALLY AND DON’T DOUBLE PARK
Parking restrictions are clearly marked around the school. A major issue we often have is parents stopping
and parking in the 2-minute zones on Crestdale Road. This zone is for quick drop - offs (kiss and drop) only.
We also have some parents parking illegally and sometimes over driveways in surrounding streets. Please
adhere to these restrictions. Knox Council are patrolling our school regularly and they have informed us that
they have issued many fines this year.

Have a great weekend everyone.

Rod McKinlay—Principal

ASSISTANT PRINCIPAL’S DESK

THE MODERN CHILD

The demands on our children seem to be increasing. Social media, climate change,
NAPLAN, sport, social interactions and later; university entrance scores and fulfilling
relationships and jobs. Our job as teachers and parents is to equip our children with the necessary skills and
resources to negotiate this changing world. John Marsden has divided some parents with his new book The Art of
Growing Up with his thoughts on parenting the modern child. He has formulated seven steps for parents to think
about:
1.

Let your kids be bored

I fear this one quite often as a parent and teacher. If my kids are bored, am I not doing my job properly?
Of course not.
Let them be bored. We can’t possibly entertain them every minute of the day and we are not doing them any
favours if we do. They must think for themselves. They must entertain themselves. They need to dig themselves
out of the boredom.
In class, encourage the student to find another way to complete the task. Encourage them to take ownership and
attempt the task in a different way. Talk with the teacher and negotiate. We should be guiding our children to be
solution focused.
2.

Get back to nature

Fight the good fight and go outside with your kids. Find new experiences. Get messy, get out there and have fun.
Sometimes you just being there is all they need.
3.

Encourage ‘first hand experiences’ over ‘second hand ones’

Find out what they are studying in class. Extend their learning by going to Art galleries, Theatre, Zoos, Museums or
the Court House. Engage with their learning and let them experience it first-hand. This strategy will support their
learning in class and give them a deeper understanding of the topic.
4.

Encourage resilience

The way parents and teachers react to adversity is the model for how our children cope with issues. If we
overreact and scream ‘Kill the beast!’ like Gaston in Beauty and the Beast, there is a good chance our children will
react in the same way.

Sit down, discuss the issue, explore possible solutions, be calm and composed. Children look to us for guidance
and leadership. We have the responsibility to show them how to do it correctly.

‘I’m going up to that school and tell that teacher how to do their job!’
That is not helpful.

5.

Leave your comfort zone

This is not suggesting you should send your child off to Hogwarts to be barbequed by a dragon or killed by a dark
wizard with serious nasal issues. However, encouraging children to leave their comfort zone and take some risks is
not only helpful, it’s encouraged. The ‘stress zone’ and ‘scared zone’ are actual learning zones. Cut the cord and let
them learn through trial and error.
6.

Encourage wisdom with knowledge.

Adults know it is better to be the tortoise than the hare. Slow and steady does indeed win the race. Children read
that story and understand the basic moral, but to truly understand it, the child needs to experience and explore
the message within.
‘Fake News’ is prominent in our society and we need to encourage students to experience multiple exposures to
determine if the information is true. Children can gain knowledge of the topic, but by encouraging critical thought,
exploring other resources and different perspectives, they gain wisdom. Talk with your children about current
events. Engage in debate. Encourage them to think.
7.

Understand when it is your issue, not your child’s

Open lines of communication are crucial in the home. In The Wonder Years, every time Norma asked her husband
Jack Arnold how his day was, his response would invariably be a grunt, followed by:
‘Work’s work.’
Norma: How was the traffic?
‘Traffic’s traffic.’
Her happy, energetic grin fell, as her husband refused to engage.
I often find it impossible to ascertain from my children what happened at school.
Mr Crilly: What happened at school today?
‘Nothing’
Was it fun?
‘Yes.’

We need to find out what is happening so we can intervene at the right time. We need to ask the right questions
at the right time. We need to ask ourselves is this a normal kid hurdle or a hurdle where they need my assistance?
Some of these steps may have been appealing and some may have been provocative and disconcerting. You have
the ability to disregard the above or take some on board.
If you are feeling uncomfortable with the ideas in these steps, perhaps have a look at Number 4 again.
Go the Mighty Pies – let’s smash the Cats tonight

Marc Crilly—Assistant Principal

Congratulations to the following students!
Prep

Prep

 Dennis L—PF for trying very hard to be a good listener.

 Josie E—PS for great work with Guided Reading.

 Gloria P—PF for being a happy member of PF.

 George F—PS for fantastic concentration in class.

 Liana W—PG for fantastic work in Professor Maths.

 Nicole W—PZ for great enthusiasm with reading.

 Ian T—PG for being a hard and independent class worker.

 Hamna A—PZ for a great performance with Show & Tell.

 Niv C—PV for outstanding behaviour in class this week.

 Le Le Z—PZ for showing great confidence this week.

 Lachlan A—PG for wonderful behaviour in our incursion

Grade 1

Grade 2

Ashton L—1C for great improvement with class work.

 Aurelia E—2J for being amazingly awesome.

Arjun B—1C for outstanding behaviour at Sciencworks.

 Aiden D—2J for excellent money counting

Abishan B—1R for great class contributions.

 An D—2J for always having a positive attitude.

Demi T—1R for excellent listening skills at Scienceworks.

 Tiffany N—2M for fantastic improvement with reading.

Flynn C—1W for great enthusiasm with Guided Reading.

 Riley M—2M for working hard in class this week.
 Lucius W—2W for contributing to class discussions.
 Chloe T—2W for great classroom discussions.

Grade 3

Grade 4

 Nishil P—3A for trying really hard with writing this week.

 Janet H—4F for your enthusiasm and great attitude.

 Akshika S—3C for a big improvement with class work.

 Serah J—4F for being a kind and caring friend.

 David D—3C for making great progress with reading.

 Tanisha V—4K for your outstanding singing voice.

 Julian B—3M for great class discussions. Well done!

 Ian L—4K for great descriptive writing.

 CJ L—3M for outstanding sportsmanship this week.

 Asher T—4L for the confidence displayed with your work.

 Shirley W—3P for having a positive attitude.

 Adele T—4L for watching your confidence flourish.

 Grace H—3P for everything you do with a smile.

 Luke M—4W for working hard to complete your work.

MUSSOP AWARDS

“Self Control”
Congratulations and well done to the following students:



Srihari J—1R
Archana C—2D




Nadia T—3C
Chelsea Z—3P





Jesse L—4F
Anisha J—4K

TEMPLETON IS TURNING 40!
SAVE THE DATE
Saturday April 18th 2020
Celebrating 40 years of Templeton Primary School at our

Family Fun Day on Saturday April 18th 2020
Where: Templeton Primary
Time: 10am -5pm
Rides, BBQ, Food Vans, Devonshire Tea, Market Stalls, Lucky Dips, Entertainment
(Local and Global), Raffles, Games, Competitions, Craft Activities and a Petting Zoo
What’s Cooking – Commemorative Recipe Book Reminder
Our goal to is create a Templeton Recipe Book, which will be launched on Saturday April 18th 2020 at our Family
Fun Day. The cookbook will be a colour A4 size publication, filled with our families' favourite entrees, mains or
desserts. We invite families to submit an A4 PORTRAIT page which can include hand drawn text and images,
computer generated text, clipart and/or photos. Please include the family/student names and of course clear
recipe instructions. EACH A4 PAGE MUST HAVE A 1CM BORDER AROUND THE EDGE. Recipes need to be submitted
by Friday 11th October. You can choose to submit a hard copy to the office in an envelope or plastic pocket to
protect it (this will be scanned) or email your PDF version to TPS40@sensorymatters.com.au. For more
information please contact Julie Baker at the above email. Be as creative as you can and recipes can be submitted
now!
As you know plans for our 40th Birthday celebrations are well on the way. If you are someone who is interested in
purchasing a market stall site on the day (Saturday 18th April, 2020) please contact Ange Van Grondelle
on angevang@bigpond.com. We are seeking stall holders from our community who sell quality homemade items
or self-made business initiatives. The market will be one of many great attractions at our Family Fun Day.
Our enthusiastic committee of parents and staff are working hard. There will be plenty of opportunities for
families to help out on the day. Our volunteer coordinator is Sharon Swalling and to sign up to help please
contact her via email on sharonswalling2@gmail.com
We are calling for volunteers who are handy with the BBQ tongs, happy to sell drinks, snacks, ride tickets and run
games.
Mr Crilly will be in charge of local and global entertainment.
Any ideas are welcome!

Mrs Andrea Edwards—Assistant Principal

PROFESSOR MATHS AT TEMPLETON!

All the children at Templeton enjoyed the Professor Maths
incursion. There were plenty of activities to keep minds and hands busy,
plus quite a few challenges. Professor Maths is also quite a talented magician which
certainly added to the fun!

Mr Diane Hynes—Numeracy Coordinator

Templeton Subway Lunch Order Every Friday!
After the overwhelming response to our Subway lunch days, we are going to offer the service every Friday at
Templeton! Miss Peppercorn will continue, but Subway offers a great alternative for our students.
What you need to know:
When:

Friday 13th September, and then every Friday until the end of the year

Orders:

Must be completed by 12:00pm Thursday

How:

Through the Subway App, instructions below:

Step 1 - Download the Subway App and register your account

Step 2 - Open the Subway app find the Templeton connected store
It MUST be the 680 Boronia Road store

Step 3 - Please select “Sides” first (please don’t select Kids’ Pak first)
Only select one of the cookies OR fruit cup as dessert
And only one of the drinks from apple juice/ Chocolate milk/350 ml water
If you select any other drink which is not included in the Kids’ Pak, the total price will change. (Please don’t
select any soft drink cups as they are not allowed at school)

Step 4 - Please select Kids’ Pak from the menu. Follow the steps to order the food. Before you click the Order
Now button, please make sure you fill the Special Instructions. Please fill school name, class, student name,
date

Step 5 - Please press the “Order Now”,
You can see the price change to $6.95
If the price is not $6.95, it means you didn’t select the right drink or side. If the total price is $6.25, it means you
only selected the Kids’ Pak didn’t select any drink and dessert. We will free up-grade the kids’ pack mini sub into
the six inch sub (only for school lunch orders).

Please make sure the order for your child is submitted by 12:00pm on the Thursday. We need time to prepare in
the store especially the bread baking plan for next day.

Thanks for your understanding and cooperation. If you have any suggestions or questions please call our store
03 98010500 or send email to subway.wantirna@hotmail.com.

STUDENT COUNCIL NEWS
THE SCHOOL OF ST.JUDE

We would like to share this photo of Emmanuel’s recent excursion to Minjingu Mines and Fertilizer Company
on the 25th July.
The Form 3 students visited Minjingu Mines and Fertilizer Company as part of their science studies. Located
106km southwest of Arusha, it is biogenic in nature and is believed to have formed during the Pleistocene
age from the remains and droppings of flamingo birds that inhabited the Lake Manyara region millions of
years ago. In this excursion, the students learnt about the microbial effects of fertilizer in plant growth and
the significance of the company’s geographical location to the richness of their products’ mineral
compositions.
Field trips are an important part of a student’s learning, developing an inquisitive mind, a passion for learning
and a better understanding and respect for their natural environment. These skills are critical to a student’s
future. It is thanks to you and your ongoing sponsorship of Emmanuel, that trips like this are made possible.
As always, we thank you for your sponsorship of Emmanuel’s scholarship which has enabled him to attend
trips like this.

Student Council and Mrs Diane Hynes

Eastfield / Studfield
‘The Fields’
Little Athletics Club
Come and join Little Athletics!
Kids from under 6, to Under 16 run, jump & throw every weekend.
Our summer season starts on 5th October 2019 & runs until the
end of March 2020, with a combination of Saturday & Sunday
options. Please come down on “Try Out Day” 10.30am Saturday
21st September, when you can have a go at some of the events.
Make friends, win medals and do your personal best!
To join, contact Emily 0409 536 153 or Kate 0402 319 615
@ The Fields Little Aths Club

All new athletes get a FREE CLUB SINGLET

Fun & Fitness for all skill levels

